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ABSTRACT

Measurements are being made in a

crossed-beam experiment of the relative

elastic differential cross section (DCS)

for 5-300 eV positrons scattering from

inert gas atoms (He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe)

in the angular range from 30-134 ° •

Results obtained at energies around the

posltronium (Ps) formation threshold

provide evidence that Ps formation and

possibly other inelastic channels have an
effect on the elastic scattering channel.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that DCS measure-

ments provide a sensitive test of theoret-

ical calculations. Furthermore, positron

scattering by the inert gas atoms is

particularly interesting because as the

positron energy is increased above the

lowest inelastic scattering threshold.

energy (for Ps formation) it is known 1

that the total cross sections increase

rapidly and that Ps formation may quickly

become as large or even larger than the

elastic scattering cross section. As a

result, measurements of positron elastic

DCSs for the inert gases provide some good

examples for investigating the effect of

an inelastic scattering channel (e.g., Ps

formation) on the elastic channel as the

positron energy is increased through the

Ps formation threshold.

E XPERIMENT

The basic experimental setup (shown

in Flg. I) and approach i_ the same as
that used by Hyder et al.- Some

modifications that have been made to

improve the acquisition of data are the

addition of (i) a second channeltron to

detect scattered positrons, (2) a 150

millicurle sodium-22 positron source, and

(3) a baffle between the primary beam path

and channeltron #2. The origin of the
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slow positron primary beam (intensity_

>100,O00/sec at I00 eV with a FWHM of

about 1.5 eV) is an annealed tungsten

moderator placed in front of the sodium-22

source. Geometrical considerations and

electron measurements made in the same

system (and compared with prior

experiments) indicate an overall angular

resolution in the vicinity of _I0 °.

The accuracy of our measurement angles is

within a few degrees.

RESULTS

A sampling of our initial elastic DCS

measurements (with statistical uncertain-

ties) taken with our modified apparatus

for the inert gases is shown in Figs. 2-6

where they a_e7compared with various
calculations-- and some earlier

measurements of Hyder et al.- In each
case our results are normalized to a

calculation at either 60 or 90° . We

do not consider meaningful the few
134 ° values that seem out-of-llne with

the smaller angle values.

At high energies it is seen that our

results are in good agreement with the

eikonal Born series method calculation

(w/thin the framework of the optical model
formalism) of Byron and Joachain at

200 eV for He and the optical m_del
calculations of Joachain et al. for

Ar at 300 eV. It is to be noted that the

present measurements are about a factor of

two21ower at 30° than Hyder et
al. , which we attribute to the

addition of the above-mentloned baffle.

At positron energies just below the

Ps formation thresholds we are finding

quite good agreement with the polarized

orblt_18calculations__ of McEachran et

al.-'-' , as is seen in Fig. 6 at 59eV
for Xe and reported by Smith et al.
for Ne at 13.6 eV and Ar at 8.7 eV. For

positron impact energies somewhat above
the Ps formation thresholds we have been

finding that our DCS measurements are

appreciably different than the above

polarized orbital calculations, as shown

in Fig. 5 for Kr at 20 eV and by Smith et

al. for Ar at 30 eV. It is to be noted

that these polarized orbital calculations
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do not include any consideration for the

effect of inelastic scattering channels on

the elastic channel. Calculations have

been made by Bartschat._t al.- and1
Joachain and Potvliege where the
effect of inelastic channels on the

elastic channel (referred to as absorption

effects) have been considered and both of

these groups have found that these

absorption effects tend to remove the

structure (minimum and maximum) in the DCS

curves, which is somewhat consistent with

what we observe for Kr at 20 _V (Fig. 5)
and Ar at 30 eV (Smith et al.-). Our

20 eV Ne results in Fig. 3 are clos_ to
the calculation of McEachran et al.-
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